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The importance of SMEs is well-recognized world over because of their  significant contribution in 
achieving various socio-economic objectives, such as employment generation, contribution to 
national output and exports, fostering new entrepreneurship, and providing  depth to the 
industrial base of the economy. Developing a group of diverse and competitive SMEs is central 
toward achieving sustainable economic growth. Some advanced economies have succeeded 
because SMEs form a fundamental part of their economy, comprising over 98% of the 
establishments, creating over 65% of the employment, and contributing over 50% of the gross 
domestic product. Almost all the developed countries have experienced robust export growth 
with the United States recording 31% growth through SMEs. Further, it also exemplifies the 
vibrancy of this sector in developing countries like China and India where they have handsome 
shares in exports at 60% and 42% respectively (Table 1).

By virtue of their special characteristics, SMEs in India are also playing a critical role in the overall 
growth and development of the economy. They contribute around 20% of GDP and employ some 
30 million people.  Besides, SMEs constitute 80% of industrial enterprises (3 million), almost 50% of 
industrial output, 42% of exports, 50% of employment, and 30-40% of value additions in 
manufacturing. They produce a diverse range of products (over 8,000), including consumer items 
and capital and intermediate goods. With the Indian economy growing at around 9% for the past 
three years and crossing the $1 trillion mark, SMEs are the second largest employer after the 
agricultural sector. In fact, from the 1990s there has been a steady all-round growth in the SME 
sector; be it the increase in units, investment, production, or employment (Table 2 on next page).

       Region/ % of SMEs in total Employment Contribution Exports/ Share of SME
    Country(*)  industrial units  (% of total  (as % of GDP (%)  in exports (%)

labour force) manufacturing  
output)

United States 99.7 50.3 40 12 31
United Kingdom >99 44-66 Under 40 - -
China 99 73 60 21 40-60
India 95 80 40 - 42®

Table 1: SMEs’ economic contribution in select countries (%) and their exports in some 
developed and developing countries.

Note: * Various years, ® referred to: Facilitating innovation in Indian small and medium enterprises 
– The role of clusters.
Source: SME Export Contribution UN Country Statistic (UNDP website)
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The Importance and Role of SMEs

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are the driving engine behind economic growth in 
developing, free-market economies the world over, and there is growing global appreciation of 
the fact that SMEs play a catalytic role in the development process of most economies. Rather than 
competing with large-scale industries, SMEs usually complement them. In fact, they play a critical 
role in generating employment and supporting trade. While SMEs are crucial in knitting any 
economic system with the society, they face numerous challenges, the prominent among them 
being the availability of low-cost finances and growing exposure to exchange rate risk. To meet the 
financial challenges, a number of countries have endeavoured to develop a capital market that is 
specifically meant for SMEs, and have allowed this market to compete with the banking sector. 
According to an estimate, 29% of the countries have some form of SMEs or the other, lower tier 
listings, and an SME exchange or an OTC board. The highest number of SMEs programmes is seen 
in Europe, Asia, North America, Australasia, and Africa. 

However, in India, such programmes have yet to take off adequately. Despite the availability of 
credit from banks as well as state-run institutions, overall financing to the SME sector has been 
inadequate. As a result, the unregulated lenders have catered to this mismatch, obviously at 
higher costs of credit. In this scenario, what SMEs as borrowers require is rates that are more 
remunerative than those in the industrial sector but competitive compared with those in the 
unorganised sector. A two-sided approach involving innovative lending from the financial sector 
and better corporate governance systems in the SME sector can lead to a growing flow of finances 
to SMEs. Appreciating the need for developing a capital market specially designed to cater to the 
requirements of SMEs in India, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has proposed 
setting up of a dedicated SMEs exchange in its recent discussion paper. And to make sure that the 
SMEs exchange does not meet the same fate as the Over-the-Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI) 
did, the market regulator has also emphasised several new initiatives. 

Besides the financial challenges in raising capital, SMEs in India have long suffered the absence of a 
suitable platform to hedge the risk associated with exchange rate volatility. As many of them are 
export oriented, they are automatically exposed to high forex risk. Owing to limited size of their 
international business, SMEs usually do not get a fair deal from banks if they want to enter into 
currency forward trade to hedge their risk. Getting a quote from banks for currency forward 
contracts often proves to be a tedious task for them. Also, the quotes offered to them come at a 
considerable premium. Though currency exchanges in India have started functioning since the 
second part of last year, SMEs have yet to start participating on a significant scale.

The present paper makes an attempt to throw light on the issues of Indian SMEs in context of 
meeting the financial challenges and managing the risk arising from currency rate fluctuations. An 
attempt is made to explain the nature of financial challenges facing SMEs and how an SMEs-
designated exchange can be of help in this regard. Challenges and opportunities of operating 
such exchanges are discussed in the backdrop of the learning drawn from the failure of OTCEI. 
Select global cases are also discussed to emphasise the role of SMEs exchanges in promoting 
growth and development of the sector. Further, an effort is made to explain the exposure of SMEs 
to currency risk and how the same can be best hedged by participating through exchange traded 
currency derivatives. 
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Table 2: Performance of Indian SMEs.

Source: Annual Report on Small and Medium Industries 2005-06, Ministry of Small Scale Industries, Government of India.

Total SSI Fixed Production Employement Exporters
          Year  units (lakhs) Investment (Rs crore) (lakh  (Rs crore)

(Rs crore) Constant prices  persons)
(1993-94)

1990-91 68 93555 84728 158 9664
1995-96 83 125750 121175 198 36470
1999-00 97 139982 170379 229 54200
2000-01 101 146845 184401 239 69797
2001-02 105 154349 195613 249 71244
2002-03 109 162317 210636 260 86013
2003-04 114 170219 228730 271 NA
2004-05 119 178699 251511 283 NA
2005-06 123 188113 418884 295 NA

On the flip side, SMEs face numerous challenges, some of which are: lack of financing, little 
research and development, poor adaptability to changing trade trends, dearth of technically 
trained human resources, lack of management skills, and lack of access to technological 
information. In spite of the government’s sustained efforts in improving their health SMEs have 
still remained small and technologically outdated, and suffer from lack of competitiveness. 
Ironically, their woes appear to have increased in the post-reforms era, being exposed to 
competition in the form of cheaper imports from a host of countries, particularly China. While 
many perished, some SMEs which dared to take on competition by being technology-savvy and 
having an international business outlook could convert the challenges into opportunities in the 
post-reform period. The paper discusses the risk associated with exchange rate volatility and how 
the same can be better hedged though exchange operated derivatives rather than over the 
counter instrument.

04

Recognising the need for larger access of SMEs to capital, the Indian government has taken various 
initiatives. It has started a comprehensive policy package for SMEs comprising fiscal, credit, 
infrastructure and technology. The government has also made it mandatory for both private and 
public sector banks to cater to the requirements of SMEs. The setting up of the Small Industries 
Development Bank of India (SIDBI) in 1990 to cater to the needs of SMEs was another important 
initiative. Capital gains arising from transfer of long-term capital assets were given exemption if 
the same were invested in bonds issued by SIDBI. Special efforts were also made to increase the 
credit flow to SMEs through various measures, including a hike in loan limits, opening specialised 
small-scale industry (SSI) branches all over the country, creating Laghu Udyami Credit Card, and 
setting up of a Credit Guarantee Fund Trust. Another important government initiative was to meet 
the borrowing needs of SMEs by setting up the OTCEI as well as the Indonext platform on the 
Bombay Stock Exchange. It was done to overcome inefficiencies of conventional trading on the 
domestic stock exchanges. The conventional system created functional inefficiencies and 
adversely affected investors.

In spite of these well-directed efforts of the government, SMEs continued to face hurdles in 
acquiring funds from the market at low costs. This, in a way, hampered their investment 
requirements and growth. SMEs have failed to attract the interest of financial institutions as the 
latter are tilted toward large companies. Banks, like other businesses, concentrate on creating 
value under a controlled risk milieu. When a business applies for a loan, a bank focuses on the risks 
involved and the methods to mitigate those risks. Banks are reluctant to lend to SMEs for a number 
of reasons, including the high risk involved because of limited assets that can be used as collateral, 
high failure rates, low capitalisation, and vulnerability to market risks.

The information asymmetry that arises from lack of financial information and standardised 
financial statements on the part of small businesses, besides banks’ limited knowledge about the 
borrower company, as small businesses cannot offer adequate collateral, leave the lenders 
groping in the dark. Thus, banks are unable to determine whether the borrower possesses the 
technical, managerial, and marketing skills to generate adequate cash flows and service the loan. 
The process of financial intermediation, therefore, breaks down for the SME borrowers. Due to a 
number of inherent weaknesses OTCEI (discussed later) failed to cater to the requirements of 
SMEs. As a result, most of the SMEs are still heavily dependent upon expensive borrowing from 
non-banking financial corporations (NBFCs).
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It is a tough situation for SMEs with increasing consolidation through mergers and acquisitions 
(M&As) going on in today’s business environment, and also with the rising cost of production and of 
capital wherein they have to shell out higher interest rates vis-à-vis big firms due to either low or no 
credit rating, the overall cost of operations for SMEs is getting increasingly higher. Hence, there is a 
need for SMEs to tap cheaper capital to sustain their business. But raising capital involves certain 
costs. Going in for the initial public offering (IPO), for example, is expensive involving listing cost etc. 
Therefore, there is a need for a dedicated exchange platform which SMEs can use to raise capital at a 
cheaper rate and also which can cater to the investors interested in tracking a niche market of SMEs. 

SME exchanges are specialized equity markets, differentiated from the main exchange that 
provides risk capital for promising entrepreneurs, promoting innovation crucial for sustainable 
economic growth. These exchanges offer greater access to growth capital for innovative SMEs, 
new jobs through entrepreneurship, more investment opportunities for domestic portfolio 
investors and local venture capitalists. The main reasons for having an SMEs exchange are:

Conducive to growth of SMEs: This is even more essential for Indian SMEs which have a woefully 
low scale of operation, have abysmally poor productivity, and flounder in outdated technology. 
For SMEs, the capacity to invest at the pace that would keep them abreast with the latest 
technology is severely constrained because of lack of options to raise capital from market at 
competitive rates.

Promotes inclusive growth: An exchange for SMEs will have lower participation cost, low share 
prices, and minimum volatility risk. These features would attract people from the lower income 
group as well and make the growth inclusive by spreading the wealth thus generated.

Encourages M&As: Integration of firms and augmentation of their scale necessarily calls for M&A 
at rapid pace, especially among SMEs. But low equity and high debt structure of such companies 
prevent M&A from taking place at the desired pace. It is here that an SME exchange can play an 
important role in balancing the ratio between equity and debt, and thereby paving the way for 
larger M&As.

Encourages development of efficient financial market: In India, SMEs have so far relied on the 
banking system for debt financing, and therefore, have not only faced problems in securing loans 
but have also ended up paying very high interest rates.

Signals to policymakers: The development of a special SME exchange would help analyze policy 
changes in the growth of SMEs.

Major benefits of an SME Exchange are:
Financing SMEs for growth: The primary objective of SME’s is to provide capital to SMEs, which in 
turn will help them grow in size. Subsequently they could list in bigger exchanges.

Development of new market leaders: Creating an SME stock exchange could create the opportunity 
to have a different set of market leaders that will reinvigorate the performance of the market.

Fostering economic productivity: The financing of SMEs and equity markets can play a critical role 
in fostering economic productivity by financing innovation.

Employment generation: SME exchanges are one of the ways to create more jobs in economy. It 
helps smaller companies to grow their capital, boost production volumes and realize full potential.

Propeller of growth: Creating an SME stock exchange would give smaller companies the ability to 
grow.

Increased transparency: Introduction of an SME stock exchange is likely to improve the overall 
transparency of smaller companies.

New options to investors: SME exchanges would give investors more options to invest in. This 
shall help a stock market diversify the profile of its investors.
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Benefits of a Dedicated Platform

To ensure success of an SMEs-designated exchange, SEBI has proposed several incentives not 
available to other exchanges. The most striking one relates to doing away with Disclosure and 
Investor Protection (DIP) guidelines for SMEs. This means that SMEs seeking to list on stock 
exchanges need not have a track record of a minimum of three years in making profits and paying 
dividend. Doing away with this guideline is indeed a positive move toward the promotion of SMEs 
exchange as many SMEs might not have operated for the required number of years. Further, to 
speed up the listing process and give greater flexibility to the disclosures made in the offer 
document, Sebi has also proposed that it would not vet the offer document. But the challenge 
before Sebi is to attract enough investors as many of them — because of fewer disclosures norms 
— may act cautiously while subscribing to the companies listed on this exchange.

The second step is on the frequency in publishing earnings. In fact, some concession has been 
given to companies to reduce the cost and strain of publishing quarterly results. Thus companies 
seeking listing on the SMEs exchange will be allowed to publish their results every six months. 
While this measure will surely give a fillip to companies’ interest in listing on the exchange; it would 
have to be ensured that it doesn’t lead to excessive drop in investors’ interest owing to an increased 
risk perception. 

The third is the enhancing of the limit of minimum subscription in IPO. To deter small investors 
who cannot always carry out adequate diligence before investment, Sebi has proposed a 
minimum subscription limit in the IPO as well as in the trading lot. The trading lot has been limited 
to Rs 5 lakh. The fear of this proposal is that it could hamper liquidity in the market and increase the 
impact cost on investors. 

The fourth important measure is on increasing the maximum limit of post-issue share capital to Rs 
25 crore. This measure will make investors move away from the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and 
the National Stock Exchange (NSE) and flock to the SMEs exchange. The success of this measure 
will, however, depend upon the number of incentives that are offered by the SMEs exchange. If the 
incentives are not enough, companies with adequate track record and with a capital of Rs 3 core 
(minimum capital required for listing on the BSE) or more may prefer an exchange like the BSE for 
better liquidity and visibility. 
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(minimum capital required for listing on the BSE) or more may prefer an exchange like the BSE for 
better liquidity and visibility. 
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Dedicated Exchange – 
Opportunities and Challenges 



Recent years have seen the emergence of numerous SMEs exchanges or listing programs, and 
these are playing an increasingly significant role in investment markets, not only in North America 
and Western Europe but also in many developing economies of the world. In these countries or 
regions, SMEs are provided with great opportunities to have access to easy capital for growth and 
expansion, with a wider range of investment options for private and corporate investors. 

More than 50 SME alternative markets, stock exchanges, boards of trade, lower tier exchanges are 
thriving across the world. These include AltX of South Africa to Mercato Expandi in Italy. They have 
outperformed the other exchanges in number of cases. The AltX, for example, outperformed the 
major exchange by over four times in a year. The performances of some of the major SMEs 
exchanges across the globe are explained below. 

Africa

AltX, Africa's first alternative exchange for small to medium and growing companies, is riding the 
wave of the private sector's bullish sentiment about the South African economy. The alternative 
exchange has reduced listing fees, supported by the complete range of JSE services. As of July 
2008 the shares of just over 80 companies listed on AltX had a combined value of over R30-billion. 
Even in the current wake of global financial crisis, there are at least two companies per month 
lining up for listing procedures on AltX along with various enquiry calls.

Italy

Against the background of limited access to capital, Borsa in 2003 launched the Mercato Expandi 
exclusively designed for Italian SMEs. The Expandi facilitates a simple, fast and low-cost listing. 
There are no working capital requirements, but certain restrictions to admission to trading on 
Expandi are there. These include a minimum market capitalisation of €1m (£689,100); at least 10% 
of the company’s issued share capital must be available to the public; and the issuer must have 
positive financial results for the past two financial periods preceding admission.

China

Started in 2004, the market value of the SME board in Shenzhen Stock Exchange touched 43.5 
billion yuan (about USD 5.3 billion) by June 2005. SMEs boomed in China after it carried out its 
reforms and policies favouring an opening up in 1978, and they constitute 99% of all companies, 
contributing more than half of the GDP. Over 75% of the new working positions also come from 
SMEs. 

Egypt

Making for 75% of the nation’s employment needs, SMEs account for 80% of economic 
development in Egypt. To encourage SMEs the Ministry of Investment has reduced the minimum 
capital requirement of limited liability companies from LE 1,000 to LE 200. This was aimed to 
facilitate establishment of SMEs, simplify their procedures and encourage small investors to join 
different fields of investment. Coupled with Egypt’s new SME bourse, NileX Stock Exchange (set up 
in 2004), SMEs look forward to establish a registered and competent business. 
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International Experiences

For the success of SMEs exchange, it would be necessary that we draw lessons from the experience 
of OTCEI, which was set up in 1992 with similar objectives of that of the SMEs exchange. OTCEI was 
a great idea but it lacked proper implementation. The exchange was set up to aid enterprising 
promoters in raising finance for new projects in a cost-effective manner and to provide investors 
with a transparent and efficient mode of trading. Even at that time, as an investor-friendly system it 
was better than the BSE and the NSE in several respects. In line with NASDAQ, OTCEI introduced 
many novel concepts to the Indian capital markets, including screen-based nationwide trading, 
sponsorship of companies, market making, and scripless trading. It also introduced the rolling 
settlement system, the depository, an electronic trading network, and a short-settlement period. 

Yet, after having made a good beginning, OTCEI lost out in the race for a slice of the financial 
market. It failed miserably in meeting the set objectives for a number of reasons. One of the main 
reasons was that it had few participants, which consequently pushed up the cost of participation. 
In fact, out of a membership of around 1,000, hardly 80 were found to be active. If OTCEI had a 
larger member base, the story may have been different. Lack of enough advertising and marketing 
efforts too could be among the reasons for low investor and company participation. OTCEI in the 
beginning could get only 115 companies listed, which would be insignificant in comparison with 
the potential that existed. So when an SMEs exchange is set up, participations of a large number of 
trading members will have to be ensured through appropriate policy directives. 

Effective advertising and marketing practices, as well as suitable disclosure and investor 
protection norms will all be required to increase participation. Moreover, participation can also be 
scaled up by making it mandatory for mutual funds, broking houses, and investment bank to 
divert a part of their investments to the SMEs exchange. Tax incentives would give a fillip to this 
effort as well. 

Another major drawback was the timing of the launch of OTCEI. It was ill-timed. The Indian stock 
market was going through a bearish phase, which saw liquidity in the market drying up. 
Deteriorating profit and loss of the companies only worsened the situation for OTCEI. Today, 
however, the scenario has changed. The timing is right for the launch of the SMEs exchange as the 
stock market is not bearish and a majority of the companies are reporting healthy profits. It would, 
nevertheless be important to ensure that participating companies at the exchange have sound 
financial health, for which it should be made mandatory for them to seek expert advice. 
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Exchange traded currency futures provide an SME participant the necessary flexibility to enter and 
exit contract at its will with near immediate settlement of cash position. Unlike OTC market, there is 
far greater transparency in price quotes on an exchange platform as they remain the same for all 
participants irrespective of their trading volume (capacity). To start currency futures trading an 
SME has to open a demat account with any registered broker/member of the exchange. Now the 
firm can begin trading by depositing the necessary margin, of less than 2 % of its trading turnover. 
Whenever the SME is ‘in the money’ for its trade position, its account would be credited regularly, 
while in the opposite case it will have to replenish the margin shortfall. With the exchange 
standing as guarantor for counterparty through the principle of ‘Novation’, the SME faces zero 
counterparty default risk. Moreover, permission is not required to raise its currency exposure and 
an SME can enter into trade contract as per its own requirement, obviously subject to overall 
client/member limit. At any point of time it can square-off the position. Very importantly, the cost 
of entering and exiting the futures contact is very low.

A clear hedging policy is a must and comes handy in achieving the desired risk mitigation from 
movements in the forex market. Before starting to hedge, the firm should chalk out its roadmap 
regarding the extent of risk hedging i.e. if it should hedge 100 % or just a part of its exposure. The 
policy should include future projected payments or receipts in foreign currency in its purview. 

As far-months currency futures contracts are generally illiquid, there is a misconception that they 
do not serve as an effective, long-term hedging tool. However, the fact is that although far-months 
contracts are not highly liquid, what an entity can and should do is adopt the ‘rolling stack’ strategy 
for hedging i.e. it should accumulate all its forex transactions for a financial year and hedge them in 
the near-month contract and continue the rolling-over as the near-month contract expires.

11

Currency Futures - 
the Way to Competitive Edge

The SME sector faces some inherent challenges in dealing with its day-to-day business. Besides, 
the business being highly export oriented, SMES are exposed to high forex risk, with volatility in 
exchange rate increasing in recent years (Table 3). Most of their international business being small 
they do not get the best deal from banks if they want to enter into currency forward trade to hedge 
their risk. For them getting a quote from banks for currency forward contracts tends to be a tedious 
task. Also, the quotes offered to them come at a considerable premium of 5-10 basis points (cost 
Rs. 5000-10,000 per lakh USD).

Table 3: Foreign Exchange Earned by SSI Units and Annualized Volatility

If an SME manages to book a forward cover from its bank, the bank immediately adjusts its margin 
from the overdraft facility it provides to the firm. If the firm loses the export/import contract for 
which it has entered the forward contract, or wants to exit prematurely from the contract for any 
other reason, the firm needs to go through rigorous paper work to convince the bank of the 
rationale behind the premature exit. On the other hand, when ‘in the money’, the firm may just find 
the bank coming up with several excuses for not crediting its account and, at times, telling that the 
account will be settled only at the time of expiration of the contract. Banks also set a forex cover 
limit for the firm on a yearly basis, and it becomes too difficult for the firm to convince its banker for 
raising the cap. 

Here is where an exchange can help in easing these rigorous and painful exercises for the SMEs by 
offering them the opportunity to use its platform to hedge their currency risk through trading in 
currency futures.

Exports from SSI
 

Year   In Rs.  Crores In USD million Annualized Volatility 

 2000-01 69796.5 15278.0 3% 
2001-02 71244.0 14938.4 2%
2002-03 86012.5 17772.9 1%

10

Managing Currency Risk 

Source: Rajya Sabha, Question No. *144, July 15, .2004 and MetaStock
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Opportunities
• Catalytic role in economic development
• Ensure sustainable economic growth
• Second largest manpower employer
• Setting up of SME exchange being mooted
• SMERA will continue to improve transparency
• Bank credit on consistent rise
• Consistent policy support
• Dedicated SMEs exchange may soon be a reality
• Ratings to raise credit flow and reduce costs 

to less risky SMEs  

Challenges
• Lack of financial resources in general
• Lack of support from investors
• Little research & development
• Poor adaptability to changing trends
• No access to technological information
• Competition from cheaper imports
• Availability of fiscal-aid for being small
• Lack of management skills
• Dearth of technically trained human 

resource

Conclusion
With significant presence in the Indian economy, SMEs would continue to remain critical for its 
growth and development. Given the existing financial challenges and growing currency risks that 
this sector faces, there is a strong need for a healthy financial system. SMEs have found to be 
constrained in accessing the common financial market which tends to favour the large players. 
Many countries across the globe have instituted special exchanges to cater to the financial needs 
of SMEs. In India too, dedicated SMEs exchanges may be a reality soon , with Sebi having proposed 
to allow their operation. SMEs-designated exchanges would go a long way in meeting the sector's 
financial requirements. While favouring the setting up of SMEs exchanges, the market regulator 
has suggested a number of safeguards to ensure that these exchanges do not meet the same fate 
as OTCEI did. Some more measures, however, may have to be taken to ensure wide-scale 
participation of market players in these exchanges. And this can be achieved through active 
collaboration of the  government, the private sector, and international agencies.  
Efficient management of risk associated with volatility in exchange rate is no more an issue, with 
many exchanges providing the facility in the most cost-effective manner. What is required, 
however, is that SMEs become comfortable in participating on such a platform. With operation of 
currency futures in India still at a nascent stage, it is just a matter of time before these firms start 
making use of this facility. Exchanges would also have a great role to play in attracting SMEs by way 
of creating awareness and developing right products to suit the requirement of various categories 
of business in the constantly changing market dynamics. Further, the government should make 
efforts in enhancing the utility of the existing currency futures. As it decides to do so, SMEs would 
have all the more reason to be attracted to this avenue. With a currency risk management system 
already in place and a dedicated exchange likely to be a reality soon, the Indian SME sector is all set 
to move forward, taking on the existing and emerging challenges with increased confidence. 
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